General Fishing Information

We provide an opportunity to fishing at our campsite, however the conditions are devious
according to the season and the part of day.
In pre- and late season fishing is permitted on the whole coast by day as well as by night.
From 29.06 till 25.08 fishing is permitted between 7 pm and 9 am and it is possible on the
assigned areas only. Fishing is prohibited on the beach in every time of day! For more
information about the permitted fishing periods and area restrictions please check the camping
map!
We provide one place for fishing to each waterside pitch, this place is marked with a
signboard on the coast. Another places for fishing will be also signed.
Please keep the following rules by fishing:
-

-

Fishing should not disturb another guests! After 9 pm radio bite indicators can be used
only in a silent mode.
Please pay attention to the clearness of the fishing place, throwing cigarette butts, bait
remains or any other cuttings into the water or on the beach is strictly prohibited. The
place must be keep clean, anglers must take off the cuttings.
Fishes can be cleaned on the assigned area only (III. sanitary block), it is prohibited on
the coast or on the water.
Making fire on the coast /promenade is forbidden.
To establish a reserved place is forbidden.
Defacement and cutting down of vegetation on the water and waterside, -more than is
necessary to establish and maintenance the fishing ground- or the disassembly of the
coast-defence facilities are prohibited.

Please pay respect to the general fishing ethics! The fishing ethics contain those human
attitude rules, which are required from others, and which are given to others.
Please keep away from shouting and rowdiness, offensive speech, loud operations of technical
instruments, and please abstain from behaviour unsuitable for camping.
Please pay respect to the rights for relaxing of other anglers, and guests!

Thank you for your cooperation!
Balatontourist Camping Kft.

